The only pro could make than Titlei

Think of what that means to you. Titleist: the new money ball. Sold through golf course pro shops only.
People who a better ball st, just did.
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To make these fashions possible, DiFini had to create the impossible fabric: Comfortissimo™

Comfortissimo. Less than a year ago it would have been impossible. A knitted fabric that stretches with movement, recovers completely. That breathes, and won't snag or pill. That's absorbent and cool against the skin, and never clammy. There never was a fabric like this, so DiFini had to invent it. The fabric that's the best of both worlds, knitted with 100% polyester face, 100% cotton back. It's in new golf fashions for men and women. Available now. Your DiFini representative can show you how Comfortissimo can make your sales do the impossible. Because we make it all possible.

First name in golfwear.

New York, N.Y. 10454
Contact your DiFini representative
How a little green and white box can cure some of a club pro's biggest headaches.

The weekend has arrived. And, once again, there aren't enough caddies. Six cars are on re-charge and another just died after nine holes. Everything is slowing down and stacking up. And, since you're the club pro, everybody's on your back.

The cure? Take Exide's or Willard's EV-106 electric vehicle batteries. Put a set in each of your golf cars for dawn to dusk performance, or 106 minutes of continuous running power.

The EV-106 delivers 41%* more power than standard golf car batteries because it's sealed in polypropylene, leaving more room inside for acid and plates.

For milder headaches, take EV-88 electric vehicle batteries, and get 88 minutes of continuous running power.

Ask your golf car dealer, or Exide or Willard battery distributor for complete information.

And feel better. Fast. Write ESB Brands, Inc., P. O. Box 6949, Cleveland, Ohio 44101 for a free battery maintenance manual.

The dawn to dusk battery.

*The standard golf car battery is rated at 75 minutes continuous running power by the American Golf Car Association and Battery Council International.
Saves the minutes that help pay for the hours!

The Ryan Minute-Miser multi-purpose utility turf vehicle.

Low cost, low-bed utility trailer with big 35" x 66" bed, available as optional equipment.

Hauling a 3-gang ball picker. Easily tows up to 250 lbs. of tools, chemicals, spikers, trash containers, and other equipment.

When it comes to wasted work-time the Ryan Turf Minute-Miser is a stingy vehicle...but very generous with the savings it returns on your investment. Whatever the grooming responsibilities (golf course, park, plant ground, cemetery, etc.) you’ll find the Minute-Miser a rugged, quality built mobile utility tool...no corner-cutting construction. Eliminates “clock-eating” walking. Gets you or your workers to the job without tying up a golf car or other equipment as a range vehicle. Features a powerful 8 hp engine, capable of doubling as a lightweight towing vehicle. Responsive acceleration...zips to a safe and smooth cruising 15 mph. The Ryan Turf Minute-Miser shrinks your wasted minutes, and stretches them into productive hours.

Big, soft 6.50 x 8 turf tires on vehicle and trailer protect turf...provide smoother ride.

For more information circle number 155 on card
92ND CONGRESS ADJOURNS
As it passed into history, the 92nd Congress left behind, like all Congresses, a mixed record; some of it bad and some good.

Unlike many previous Congresses, this one displayed independence. Not only was it distinguished by not being a "rubber stamp," but both the Senate and the House showed remarkable concern for their own constituencies, even when it meant that some legislation had to die because of a lack of agreement between the two houses.

Here is their record of the legislation important to golf clubs:

Minimum Wage (not passed): Initially, to most Congressional observors, the passage of a new minimum bill was inevitable. However, the inability of the Senate and House to reconcile their legislation (S. 1861 and H.R. 7130) killed the bill for this year. With the House passed version calling for a raise to $1.80 now and $2 a year later and the Senate passing (by a one vote margin) a broader bill raising the minimum to $2 now and $2.20 in two years, the stage was set for an unusual action. When the Senate refused to accept a compromise and after House liberals made no secret of their support for the Senate version, a majority of House members refused to send the bill to conference, despite two major efforts to do so. Accordingly, the bill died because of lack of action.

Occupational Safety Amendments (not passed): A bill that would have exempted companies with 25 or fewer employees and provided for no-penalty OSHA inspections on a consulting basis failed to pass because of the addition by the Labor Department of certain restrictions. These would have given the department full control over whether or not to agree to such inspections and would not have held the Labor Department responsible for inaccuracies.

Pesticides Controls (passed; awaiting signature): This bill was a compromise worked out with several groups, one of which, the Pesticide Users Conference, NCA is a member. The bill passed during the last days of the session and appears to be a satisfactory compromise. It gives the Environmental Protection Agency the power to ban the sales of pesticides considered substantially hazardous and to register and classify others for "general" or "restricted" use. The latter can be applied only by qualified application.

Noise Control (passed; awaiting signature): Compromise version worked out during the last hours of session.

Land Use (not passed): When pressure to institute Federal controls over local land use policies could not be reconciled with recommendations to provide grants for land use planning, this legislation was caught in the last minute rush for adjournment.

15% Bill (not passed): Although passed by committee, the heavy pressure to exact major legislation of national importance caught this bill in the end-of-session snarl of last minute business.

Social Security (PL 92-336 H. R. 1; awaiting signature): This bill will greatly increase both Social Security taxes and benefits.

Turn to page 73 for a rundown of the NCA conference to be held in Honolulu, February 11 to 13.
Toro designed it, engineered it and built it to work in sand. So it not only works, it keeps working. One man can finish an entire course in 4 to 5 hours. And the Sandpro pays for itself in less than a season.

Look it over: 3-wheel hydraulic drive through industrial-quality pump and wheel motors; midship-mounted 8 hp Kohler engine; 68-inch hydraulically-controlled rake with 4 conditioning and 9 finishing sections to follow all contours; special ATV tires (21 x 11.00-8) need only 4 psi; zero turning radius.

Your Toro distributor has all the facts. See him.
Preferred stock.

Last year, more new E-Z-Go fleets were put on more courses than ever before.

Surprising? Not when you consider the reputation of excellence they've earned in ride, performance and profits.

For example: our four wheel model X-444 has a lower center of gravity, higher ground clearance and shorter turning radius than any other golf car. Resale value? Traditionally the highest in the industry.

But no matter what your requirements call for—three wheel, four wheel, gas or electric powered—you're assured of the highest return on investment that you can make in a fleet of golf cars.

In short, preferred stock.

For further information write:
E-Z-Go Car, A division of Textron Inc., P.O. Box 388, Augusta, Georgia 30903.

E-Z-Go.

The finest golf car made.
Now from a single source you can get the biggest sprinkler irrigation package offered anywhere. By anyone.

The merger of Johns-Manville and Buckner gives you the widest possible choice in every component category. Take pipe. We have the best: J-M asbestos cement Transite®, or PVC Ring-Tite® and solvent weld PVC pipe and fittings. Take heads: one of our 15 cam, impact or gear-driven heads will meet your needs precisely.

We offer a full line of valves: pressure regulated, hydraulic or electric. And our new valve-in-head is the only valve-in-head you can buy with impulse drive.

We have a complete line of back-flow prevention devices, too. Plus the widest selection of automatic controllers—from the rugged, simple BR 10 to the CP-2 Dual Central Program system. Our Binar® system is the ultimate in two-wire central control. It eliminates miles of wire and field controllers—and is compatible with all other Buckner components.

Now, because Johns-Manville and Buckner have merged, you have a greatly expanded local technical staff to help you design these components into a system that meets all of your specific needs. You can finance it through our new Buckner J-M finance program, too. Call your Buckner professional today. He'll help you put together a sprinkler system nobody can match for economy and versatility. Buckner Sprinkler Co., Box 232, Fresno, CA 93708.

Because Johns-Manville and Buckner have merged.